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Abstract
We tackle a challenging problem at the intersection of two emerging technologies: Post-quantum cryptography (PQC) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications. Connected vehicles use V2V technology
to exchange safety messages that allow them to increase proximity awareness, improving roadway safety
and efficiency. The integrity and authenticity of these messages is critical to prevent an adversary from
abusing V2V technology to cause a collision, traffic jam, or other unsafe and/or disruptive situations.
The IEEE 1609.2 standard (2016) specifies authentication mechanisms for V2V communications that rely
on the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) and are therefore not secure against quantum
attackers. In this paper, we are the first to devise and evaluate PQC for authenticating messages in
IEEE 1609.2. By analyzing the properties of the NIST PQC standardization finalists, as well as XMSS
(RFC 8391), we propose three practical, ECDSA-PQ hybrid designs for use during the transition from
classical to PQ-secure cryptography.
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1

Introduction

Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) services are among the key enablers of emerging connected technologies such
as autonomous and remote driving. With the potential to reduce roadway collisions by 94% [1], Vehicleto-Vehicle (V2V) communication is a central part of V2X. V2V allows vehicles to exchange safety-related
messages containing information such as velocity and direction of travel. Thousands of vehicles on the road
today are already equipped with V2V modules [2] and its adoption rate is expected to grow as 3GPP and
IEEE envision more use cases of V2X (e.g., sensor data sharing and 3D mapping) [3, 4].
Due to consumer expectations for the longevity of vehicles in combination with the generally low response
rate to recalls [5], new vehicles must remain secure for at least 12–15 years after they hit the roads [6]. By
then, large quantum computers threatening the security of current (“classical”) cryptography might exist.
According to a recent study [7], quantum experts expect quantum computers large enough to break classical
cryptography may be built within the next 15–30 years with a likelihood of 50%. Given that the security of
V2V is currently based on classical (elliptic curve) cryptography [8], safety-critical communications of tens
of millions of vehicles will be at a critical risk of a quantum threat whereby malicious V2V messages could
put lives at risk. This quantum threat is particularly dangerous because the hardware security modules of
vehicles on the road cannot be “purged”, updated over-the-air, or successfully recalled if their security is
compromised by future quantum attacks; in this sense, they lack crypto agility [9]. In fact, the current V2V
security standard is developed explicitly based on assumptions that become violated once quantum computers
of sufficient scale are developed [10]. Retroactively adopting and using Post-Quantum (PQ) cryptography
(to fend off quantum attacks) is therefore extremely challenging, even more so because there is not yet a
standard PQ algorithm that can be considered for future amendments to V2V standards.
It is therefore critical that future V2V standards employ backwards-compatible, crypto-agile PQ-secure
designs that enhance their security against quantum attacks whilst maintaining the current classical security
guarantees for interoperability with existing vehicles (and in case current PQ candidates turn out to be
insecure). In fact, most standardization agencies, including the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), recommend transitioning to PQ security using hybrid algorithms [11]; that is, combining
classical and PQ algorithms in one design [12]. Hybrid PQ-classical designs have been recently explored
in [13] and [14] for more delay-tolerant and less restrictive Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Shell
(SSH) network protocols. Developing efficient hybrid designs is intrinsically challenging due to the large
key/signature sizes of current PQ schemes.
Different from TLS/SSH, secure V2V communication for safety applications must further satisfy a stringent latency requirement. On the transmitter side, safety messages must be sent both quickly and frequently
(in terms of milliseconds), restricting both signing time and frame size. On the receiver side, incoming messages must be processed and verified within a few milliseconds of arrival, restricting signature verification
time. These requirements do not allow the messages, including signatures or certificates, to exceed a strict
size limit.
Therefore, designing a hybrid security solution for V2V communication is particularly challenging since it
should not only (1) support general PQ solutions that can adapt to future standards and (2) be backwardscompatible to support the classical mechanisms of legacy vehicles that will continue to be incapable of
supporting Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) for at least the next several years, through the relatively
long “transition period” to purely PQC for V2V, but also (3) be delay-sensitive when generating and verifying
safety-critical messages, and more specifically (4) comply with strict V2V protocol constraints (e.g., on frame
size and periodicity) for both Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X) and IEEE 802.11-based V2V technologies. Incorporating PQC–with its excessively large key sizes or lengthy digital signatures–is a nontrivial and
challenging problem that was not anticipated when V2V security standards were initially developed to be
flexible.
The IEEE 1609.2 [8] standard, with its subsequent amendments [15–17], standardizes how current vehicles
can securely transmit V2V messages irrespective of the underlying technology. It defines (among other things)
digital signature schemes based on elliptic curve cryptography, as well as the structure of V2V certificates. In
this paper, we focus on the authentication mechanisms defined in this standard, with the primary objective
of replacing (or augmenting) them with general PQ alternatives. We take the first steps toward filling the
gap between the current, quantum-vulnerable cryptography used in IEEE 1609.2 and future, PQ-secure V2V
communication (PQ-V2V) by proposing practical, PQ alternatives for message authentication in V2V during
3

the transition period.
Specifically, we propose hybrid designs that weave together classical and PQ signatures in a way that
guarantees PQ security as long as classical signatures cannot be forged in less than a week, even by quantum
attackers. Our careful analysis of the quantum threat to V2V yields more efficient and secure hybrid designs
than blindly substituting classical with PQ or existing hybrid schemes. While PQC has been examined for
intra-vehicle wired communications (e.g., between electronic control units [18]), to the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to undertake the challenge of devising and evaluating a PQ design for authenticating safety
messages exchanged in a connected V2X environment with V2V wireless communications secured by 1609.2.
Contributions— The key finding of this paper is that PQC, despite its apparent incompatibility with
safety-related V2V communication (due to large signatures and keys), can in fact be securely integrated
with IEEE 1609.2 and technologies for a transition period. However, this requires the PQ instantiation and
its parameters to be chosen carefully.
Our main contribution is that of Hybrid Designs for PQ-V2V Authentication. We analyze the suitability
of seven PQ signature algorithms (six NIST candidates and the promising eXtended Merkle Signature Scheme
(XMSS) [19]) for use in V2V. We show that simply replacing ECDSA with PQC is not viable due to V2V
constraints. To overcome this, we devise and instantiate three practical, 1609.2-compatible ECDSA-PQ
hybrid designs—true, backwards-compatible, and partially PQ—for use in the PQ transition. While our true
hybrid design gives the strongest security guarantee, it is also the least flexible, motivating our backwardscompatible design; however, aiming for greater efficiency, we propose our partially PQ hybrid design.
We would also like to note that our findings in this work highlight important considerations about the
practicality of several PQ algorithms, especially those that may be considered in the standardization and
design of PQ technologies. These findings are especially relevant to NIST’s intention to standardize PQ
algorithms based on practicality and suitability analyses of Round 3 candidates for real-life applications
(e.g., V2V communication), and we show that some of those candidates are unsuitable for use in V2V.
Paper Organization After preliminaries in Section 2, we describe our threat model and formally define
V2V protocols in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the challenges of naively adopting a purely PQ design. We
present our hybrid designs and discuss their merits and drawbacks in Section 5. We conclude with related
works and future directions in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2
2.1

Background
V2V Communication for Proximity Awareness

To achieve the safety benefits of V2V, every vehicle under direct V2V communication mode periodically
broadcasts a digitally-signed basic safety message (BSM) a minimum of once every 100 ms (i.e., 10 Hz).
Each BSM contains motion and position information to allow other vehicles to coordinate their movements
to avoid collisions, especially when vehicle sensors or drivers are unable to see or detect other vehicles.
Each BSM is signed and packed into a Secure Protocol Data Unit (SPDU) along with security information
needed for verification, see Figure 1. The SPDU is broadcast within a frame using one of two major
technologies: Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) [20], based on the IEEE 802.11 protocol
tailored for the decentralized, high-mobility V2V environment, or C-V2X [21, 22], a similarly decentralized
protocol based on LTE or 5G cellular technology. Each technology defines a tight upper bound on the frame
size.

2.2
2.2.1

V2V Standards
V2V security

Security requirements and services for both DSRC and C-V2X are defined in IEEE 1609.2-2016 [8] and
IEEE 1609.2.1-2020 [17]. Among other elements, 1609.2 specifies asymmetric cryptographic mechanisms
and algorithms to securely exchange BSMs, while 1609.2.1 specifies certificate management requirements for
vehicles. Of particular concern to us, it is specified that Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
is used to generate all signatures with either the NIST P-256 (Federal Information Processing Standards
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Figure 1: Relationship between frame, SPDU, and BSM.
(FIPS) 186-4 [23]) or brainpoolP256r1 [24] elliptic curves. Either option gives 128 bits of security and results
in the key and signature sizes shown in Table 1.
Beyond signatures, IEEE 1609.2 allows certificates, explicit or implicit, as pseudonym certificates to
protect the integrity of the public (verification) key included in broadcast SPDUs; pseudonym certificates
refresh periodically every five minutes1 , and they are valid for at most one week [10]. In explicit certificates,
the verification key is explicitly given and signed by the issuer (also called the Certificate Authority (CA)). In
contrast, implicit certificates include a reconstruction value used to reconstruct the verification key using the
issuer’s public key (provided by a root certificate—a self-signed, trusted CA certificate). Implicit pseudonym
certificates are generated using the Elliptic Curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV) scheme [8,25]. They allow for smaller
messages, as the reconstruction value is smaller than the combined verification key and issuer signature used
by explicit certificates. In the current 1609.2 ECDSA-based standard, the size of one SPDU is at most 226
bytes using implicit or 248 bytes using explicit certificates. This is well below the maximally allowed frame
size (discussed later). Although implicit certificates are smaller, a practical design for PQ implicit certificates
has not yet been devised. Therefore, in our PQ designs, explicit certificates must be used instead.
In addition to certificates, 1609.2 also defines a peer-to-peer certificate distribution (P2PCD) protocol to
allow sharing knowledge of certificates with other vehicles upon request, reducing the time needed to verify
a pseudonym certificate. However, analyzing any possible delay incurred by P2PCD is beyond the scope of
this work. We also note that under current industry standards (e.g., [26]), a vehicle will only include its full
(explicit) pseudonym certificate in every fifth SPDU; in the other transmissions (80%), only a hash value of
the certificate is included. This defines what we call a five-message cycle and is important to establish as an
important factor in our designs.
2.2.2

V2V communication technologies

C-V2X (based on 3GPP specifications for LTE and 5G) and DSRC are two physical- and MAC-layer communication protocols for V2V; within the context of BSMs, however, neither protocol provides any security requirements. Instead, both DSRC and C-V2X adopt the IEEE 1609.2 standard for security. As we
are concerned primarily with security at the SPDU level (which is above the MAC layer) rather than a
communications level, our PQ designs are transparent to both protocols as long as it satisfies their constraints, specifically, maximum allowed frame size. That maximum is 2, 304 and 5, 861 bytes in DSRC and
C-V2X, respectively. By designing hybrid PQ solutions to fit the requirements of IEEE 1609.2, we are
able to abstract from the particulars of any communication technology. We consider DSRC in the rest of
this paper for evaluation purposes as it requires the tighter constraint. We calculate the sizes of SPDUs
and frames as follows. Let |pk| and |sig| denote the public key and signature sizes of a given signature
scheme, respectively (see Table 1). We compute the explicit certificate size as 36 ` |pk| ` |sig|, SPDU size as
|SPDU| “ 24 ` |BSM| ` |explicit cert| ` |sig|, and then the total MAC layer frame size as |F | “ 36 ` |SPDU|.

2.3

Post-Quantum Signature Algorithms

We consider all six candidate PQ signature algorithms from the third round of NIST’s PQ standardization
process, as well as the recent XMSS [19] scheme for use in our PQ-V2V designs. While both XMSS and and
Leighton-Micali Hash-Based Signature Scheme (LMS) [27] are approved in the FIPS PUB 186-5 Draft [28],
we use the XMSS reference implementation from RFC 8391 [19] as it leads to slightly smaller keys and
signatures [29], while the performance benefit of LMS is not sufficient to make it more viable than XMSS.
1 IEEE

1609.2 does not describe how often pseudonyms are refreshed, but five minutes is a common reference point [10].

5

Table 1: The maximum cryptographic element sizes (in bytes) for considered signature schemes and their
viability for each proposed design; |F | gives the total frame size (using explicit/implicit ECDSA certificates).
Algorithm
|pk| |sig|
|F |
ECDSA
64
64 292/226
XMSS
68 2,692 5,552/Dilithium-II
1,312 2,420 6,252/Falcon-512
897
690 2,329/Rainbow-I
161,600
66 161,892/GeMSS-128
352,188
32 352,412/Picnic-L1-FS
33 34,036 68,196/Sphincs` -128s
32 7,856 15,844/-

True&BC
No (|sig|)
No (|sig|)
Yes
No (|pk|)
No (|pk|)
No (|sig|)
No (|sig|)

Partial PQ
Yes
Yes
Yes
No (|pk|)
No (|pk|)
No (|sig|)
Yes

Pure PQ
No (|sig|)
No (|sig|)
(Yes)
No (|pk|)
No (|pk|)
No (|sig|)
No (|sig|)

For each algorithm, we chose an instantiation yielding a minimum of 128 bits of security from the literature. We selected the following instantiations for the three NIST finalists: Falcon-512 [30], Dilithium-II [31],
and Rainbow-I [32] as well as the following instantiations of the alternate candidates: Picnic-L1-FS [33],
GrEat Multivariate Short Signature (GeMSS) instantiation GeMSS-128 [34], and Sphincs` -128s [35]. Further, we chose XMSS-SHA2_16_256 as our instantiation of the stateful XMSS scheme using Secure Hash
Algorithm 2 (SHA2), as the signature must be unforgeable for at least 3, 000 signatures (translating to using
the key for about five minutes and generating 10 sign/sec). Table 1 provides the sizes of the public keys and
signatures of each algorithm and a summary of whether they are suitable for each of our designs. Where
an algorithm is deemed unsuitable for use in V2V due to the size of its public key or signature, this is
indicated by, e.g., “No (|sig|)” for when an algorithm’s signature length excluded it from consideration for
certain designs.

3

Definitions and Threat Model

Threat model—IEEE 1609.2 [36, Introduction] defines its security goal as “to protect messages from attacks
such as eavesdropping, spoofing, alteration, and replay.” Hence, we assume the attacker’s goal is to make receivers accept fraudulent BSMs by launching the attacks mentioned above to cause traffic delays or collisions,
among other disruptive events. We assume the following capabilities of the attacker:
• observe, drop, delay, replay legitimately generated and broadcast SPDUs,
• alter SPDUs, e.g., changing the BSM, changing/dropping/adding/swapping the/a pseudonym certificate,
• trigger BSM transmissions that are then legitimately signed and broadcast by the targeted sender, and
• is not allowed to acquire more than one pseudonym certificate for pseudonyms from CA.
However, we assume that all computations (including storage of secret values) are secure, i.e., no sidechannel or fault attacks can occur. Moreover, we assume that the certificate registration and verification is
correct and secure. In particular, we assume that CAs are honest, the root certificate cannot be forged, only
legitimate pseudonyms can be registered, and invalid certificates are detected. It is important to emphasize
that we assume that pseudonym certificates can be verified immediately. Furthermore, we assume that all
honestly generated SPDUs are received by the verifier in the same order that they have been sent by the
signer as long as the receiver is in the transmission range. Moreover, we assume that communication errors
during the transmission are handled by lower layers.
Next we define V2V protocols formally based on certified signature schemes—a combination of signature
schemes and certificates formalized in [37]. We recall their original definition in Appendix A, and give our
adapted definition for V2V protocols that enable instantiations with our hybrid designs.

6

Definition 1 (V2V protocol). Let Si “ pKGenpiq , Signpiq , Vrfypiq q be digital signature schemes (defined in
Appendix A) for all i P Z{5Z2 Moreover, let M be a message space and U be the set of pseudonyms. A V2V
protocol P “ pKGenC , CGenpCGenC , CGenU q, SPDUGen, SPDUVerifyq is defined via the following polynomialtime algorithms
KGenC returns a public-secret key pair ppkC , skC q.
CGenpCGenC , CGenU q is an interactive protocol between the user U P U and the CA C following Definition 3 in Appendix A, generating a certificate CU over pU, pkU q. We refrain from describing the registration process in detail as it is not finalized for V2V protocols yet [38]. We write CGenpskC , U, pkC q
instead of CGenpCGenC pskC q, CGenU pU, pkC qq for brevity.
SPDUGen corresponds to signing a BSM and generating the SPDU. Upon input an identity U P U, a secret
key skU , a certificate CU , the CA’s public key pkC , a message BSM P M, and i P Z{5Z, it returns an
SPDU depending on i, including a signature sig Ð Signpiq pskU , BSMq. Depending on Si , sig might be
the empty string.
SPDUVerify returns 0 or 1, upon input U , pkU , CU , pkC , a state st3 , and spdu. It outputs 1 if spdu
(including BSM and sig) is valid, and 0 otherwise.
The spdu is valid if CVrfyppkC , spdu, stq “ 1, Vrfypiq ppkU , sig, BSMq “ 1, and spdu is of the correct form
depending on i (which in turns depends on st). The function CVrfy will not be formally defined here, but
it suffices to assume it checks all aspects of certificate validation. Depending on the protocol instantiation
this might include verifying the issuer’s signature, the certificate chain, the certificate’s expiration date, etc.
Depending on the internal verification, the state st is updated accordingly within CVrfy. Vrfypiq follows that
of Definition 3 and the correct form of spdu is dependent on the design and position i P Z{5Z within the
message cycle, as described in Section 5.
We require P to be correct, i.e., for all BSM P M and U P U, it should hold that if ppU, pkU , CU q, pU ,
pkU , skU , CU qq Ð CGenpskC , U, pkC q and ppkC , skC q Ð KGenC pq, then SPDUVerifypU, pkU , CU , pkC , st,
SPDUGenpU, skU , CU , pkC , BSM, iqq “ 1.
In case of the Pure ECDSA design, S1 “ ... “ S5 as ECDSA is the only signature scheme used. For i “ 1
mod 5, spdui consists of an BSM, an ECDSA signature, and the pseudonym certificate. All other SPDUs
consist of an BSM, an ECDSA signature, and the hash of pseudonym certificate. After receiving spdu1 , the
verifier stores the hash of the certificate and the public key in st.
Notation. For the description of V2V designs in the next sections, we fix the following notation.
Each design considers one run of the protocol, which re-occurs every five minutes. Moreover, we define
Sc “ pKGenc , Signc , Vrfyc q to be ECDSA and Spq “ pKGenpq , Signpq , Vrfypq q be a PQ scheme. Moreover, for
an explicit certificate C, we write cbody for the corresponding certificate body, i.e. the data which is signed
by the CA. As per all the described designs, if a signature verification fails, it will be discarded. This is
indicated by Abort in our pseudo-codes, and follows the reasoning in [39]. Finally, we assume i P Z{5Z and
write rn, ms for the integer interval tn, ...mu.

4

Pure PQ Design

We start by describing a purely PQ V2V design. Due to the large size of public keys and certificates (see
Table 2.3 for sizes if we naively substitute ECDSA with each PQ algorithm), the PQ certificate needs to be
transmitted before signing BSMs is possible. This leads to a period of unauthenticated BSMs. While this is
allowed in IEEE 1609.2 [36, Sect. 4.2.2.2.2], it is less secure than the pure ECDSA-based design, motivating
our classical-PQ hybrids presented in Section 5.
2 We

define V2V protocols via 5-SPDU cycles, see Section 2.2.1. It can be easily generalized at the expense of additional
notation.
3 Note the difference in input compared to Vrfy in Definition 3.
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1

:

User U

Receiver R

2

:

for i “ 1, ..., α ´ 1 :

3

:

spdui Ð pBSMi , Ci q

4

:

5

:

6

:

ProcesspBSMα q #w/o verification

7

:

CU Ð CConspC1 , ..., Cα q

8

:

if CVrfyppkC , CU q “ 1 :

9

:

10

:

for i “ α ` 1, ..., 5 :

11

:

sigi Ð Signpq pskU , BSMi q

12

:

spdui Ð pBSMi , sigi , hq

13

:

14

:

15

:

16

:

spdui

pBSMi , Ci q Ð spdui
ProcesspBSMi q #w/o verification

spduα Ð pBSMα , Cα q

spduα

pBSMα , Cα q Ð spduα

ProcesspBSMi q
Abort
spdui

pBSMi , sigi , hq Ð spdui
if h ““ HpCU q :
if Vrfypq ppkU , sigi , BSMi q “ 1 :
ProcesspBSMi q
Abort

Figure 2: Pseudo-code description of the Pure PQ Design to be repeated every five BSMs; we omit an explicit
description of st.

4.1

Proposed Pure PQ Design

To be able to give a general description of a purely PQ design and due to the potential large sizes of PQ
certificates, we define a function CFragα : C Ñ tC1 , ..., Cα u which fragments a given certificate into α equally
sized parts4 . The choice for α is made depending on the specific PQ algorithm used. The inverse CConsα :
tC1 , ..., Cα u Ñ C reconstructs a certificate from given fragments. Moreover, let tCi ui“1,...,α Ð CFragα pCU q,
and h Ð HpCU q for the remainder of this section.
Let P be the pure PQ protocol (following Definition 1) using the signature scheme Spq and described as
follows. We give a pseudo-code description of P in Figure 2.
KGenC returns pskC , pkC q Ð KGenpq pq.
pq
CGen generates CU “ Cpq
U over pU, pkU q with pskU , pkU q P ImpKGenpq q including sig Ð Sign pskC , cbodyU q.

SPDUGen computes sigi Ð Signpq pskU , BSMi q, and returns
#
pBSMi , Ci q,
for i P t1, ..., αu,
spdui “
pBSMi , sigi , hq, for i P tα ` 1, ..., 5u.
SPDUVerify is defined as follows. For i P t1, ..., α ´ 1u: if spdui of correct form, process BSMi (w/o any
verification), update st with Ci , and return 1. For i “ α: CU Ð CConspC1 , ..., Cα q. If spdui of correct
form and CVrfyppkC , CU , stq “ 1, process BSMi , update st with pHpCU q, pkU q, and return 1. For
i P tα ` 1, ..., 5u: if Vrfypq ppkU , sigi , BSMi q “ 1 ^ h “ HpCU q ^ spdui of correct form, then process
BSMi and return 1.
An alternative design would be to send the BSM, the PQ signature and certificate segmented into (at
least) two frames every time a BSM is sent. However, we consider this to be an impractical approach because
doing so would massively decrease the number of total vehicles that the V2V system could support (i.e.,
every message would be extremely large and take a long time to transmit, so far fewer vehicles could transmit
within the required 100 ms interval).
4 Additionally,

the fragmentation could be optimized over the size of the certificate and the first signature, to enable sending
the first signature earlier. However, in all our instantiations, it does not make a difference.
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4.2

Viability of PQ Signature Schemes

Analysing the viability of PQ signatures as replacement for ECDSA (during certificate and BSM signing)
results in two key findings: 1) none of the considered PQ algorithms can be an exact replacement of ECDSA,
and 2) using Falcon as the best option leads to unauthenticated BSMs as explained next.
Falcon. Compared with the other PQ schemes, Falcon gives the smallest total frame size, which still
exceeds the maximum allowable size of 2, 304 bytes. Hence, not even Falcon satisfies the size restrictions of
IEEE 1609.2 and V2V communication protocols. To have BSMs signed as soon as possible, the optimum
choice for α in this instance is α “ 1. This means that for a purely Falcon-based design, we need to send
an unauthenticated frame of F1 “ 1, 552 bytes in order to transmit the certificate. Only the second frame
onwards will be authenticated; F2 onwards has a size of 1, 552, as can been seen in Table 2. The parentheses
in Table 1 indicates that Falcon only “works” once the certificate has been transmitted, i.e., from the second
SPDU onwards.
Dilithium, Picnic, Sphincs` , and XMSS. Signatures generated by these four schemes are too large
to fit into a single frame (see Table 1). We considered fragmenting large signatures similarly to how we have
fragmented large certificates. More concretely, suppose we sign BSM1 with Dilithium, and fragment this
signature into two parts. Then we send the first fragment in spdu1 (together with BSM1 ), and the second
one in spdu2 (along with BSM2 ). This means 1) the signature over BSM1 could only be verified after receiving
spdu2 , and 2) BSM2 could not be signed. Hence, less than half of the BSMs could be signed. Another option
would be to resend BSM1 in spdu2 , which would straightaway reduce the channel capacity. Therefore we do
not propose this as an instantiation for a pure PQ design. We will see, however, that at least Dilithium,
Sphincs` , and XMSS are viable for the Partially PQ design in Section 5.4.
Rainbow and GeMSS. In contrast to Dilithium, a Rainbow-based frame consisting of the BSM and
a Rainbow signature would only be 178 bytes large, being smaller than ECDSA-based frames. However,
only signature schemes whose certificates can be fragmented into five or less parts can be considered for
this design. Hence, Rainbow and GeMSS’ extremely large public keys (see Table 1) exclude them as viable
instantiations for the purely PQ design.

5

Classical-PQ Hybrid Designs

Designing hybrid schemes is not trivial, and they often make use of concatenation or a nested approach as
described in [12], leading to different security–efficiency trade-offs. In this section, we describe our designs
that give different degrees of PQ security that satisfy the constraints of IEEE 1609.2 and authenticate every
BSM at least with ECDSA signstures.
True Hybrid: This design gives the strongest of our security guarantees, but it is not backwards-compatible.
It combines ECDSA- and PQ signatures and certificates; more concretely, certificates are a concatenation of an ECDSA/ECQV certificate and a PQ certificate while BSMs are authenticated by concatenations of ECDSA and PQ signatures over the same BSM. To satisfy size constraints, the first
few SPDUs sign the BSM using ECDSA and include pieces (segments, or fragments) of the sender’s
hybrid certificate. After a few messages, all fragments are received, allowing subsequent messages to
be effectively protected with ECDSA-PQ hybrid signatures.
Backwards-compatible Hybrid: This design takes after the True Hybrid design but offers backwardscompatibility at the cost of only guaranteeing PQ security for honest users who are able to process both
ECDSA and PQ signatures. Legacy vehicles with hardware that cannot support PQ algorithms can
still verify the messages using only ECDSA, making this design particularly useful for the transition
period as it allows existing vehicles to support our scheme through a simple software update rather
than requiring hardware retrofitting with PQ-capable cryptographic processors.
Partially PQ Hybrid: This design has the greatest efficiency and smallest messages, while at the same
time offering backwards-compatibility. The intuition behind this design is that although signatures
over BSMs are solely generated using ECDSA, the integrity of the ECDSA key used to generate those
signatures is guaranteed by both ECDSA and PQ signatures. We consider this an acceptable level
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of security because quantum computers are not expected to be capable of forging ECDSA signatures
within the short validity period of pseudonym certificates.

5.1

Certificate Fragmentation

Similarly to Section 4.1, we define CFragα and CConsα , but add optimization requirements. To this end, define
c
CU “ pCcU ||Cpq
U q be the hybrid certificate defined differently in every design, with CU being the classical and
pq
CU the PQ certificate. The number of fragments α is optimized based on the design and the PQ algorithm
used such that 1) all BSMs can be signed at least with ECDSA (i.e., C1 “ pCcU ||Cfrac q with Cfrac being some
fraction of Cpq
U ), 2) α is minimal to ensure PQ security for as many BSMs as possible, 3) all frames are at
most 2, 304 bytes, 4) the size of all frames used to transmit CU is equal, to decrease the likelihood of frame
loss due to large frames. For all our designs, let tCi ui“1,...,α Ð CFragα pCU q, h Ð HpCU q, and hc Ð HpCcU q.

5.2

True Hybrid Design

Our first hybrid design uses classical and PQ signatures during the SPDU generation. This ensures that if at
least one of the signature algorithms is unforgeable, the i-unforgeability of the V2V protocol is guaranteed.
Naturally, this additional security guarantee comes at the cost of having to send two certificates and two
signatures, increasing frame size.
Description of the True Hybrid Let P be the true hybrid protocol defined next using the two signature
schemes Sc and Spq . A pseudo-code description is given in Figure 3.
pq
c
c
c
c
KGenC returns a key pair ppkC , skC q with pkC “ ppkcC ||pkpq
C q, skC “ pskC ||skC q, pskC , pkC q Ð KGen pq, and
pq
pq
pq
pskC , pkC q Ð KGen pq.
pq
pq
pq
pq
c
c
CGen generates CU “ pCcU ||Cpq
U q with CU over pU, pkU q with pskU , pkU q P ImpKGenpq q and CS over pU, pkU q
pq
pq
with pskU , pkU q P ImpKGenpq q.
pq
c
c
c
c
SPDUGen computes sigpq
Ð Signpq pskpq
i
U , BSMi q, sigi Ð Sign pskU , BSMi q, and sigi Ð psigi ||sigi q, and
returns
$
c
for i “ 1,
’
’pBSMi , sigi , Ci q,
’
&pBSM , sigc , hc , C q, for i P r2, α ´ 1s,
i
i
i
spdui “
’pBSMi , sigci , h, Ci q, for i “ α,
’
’
%
pBSMi , sigi , hq,
for i P rα ` 1, 5s.

SPDUVerify is defined as follows. For i “ 1: if CVrfyppkcC , CcU , stq “ 1 ^ Vrfyc ppkcU , sigci , BSMi q “ 1 ^ spdui
of correct form, then process BSMi , update st with HpCcU q, Ci , and pkcU , and return 1. For i P r2, α ´ 1s:
if hc “ HpCcU q ^ Vrfyc ppkcU , sigci , BSMi q “ 1 ^ spdui of correct form, then process BSMi , update st
with Ci , and return 1. For i “ α: CU Ð CConspC1 , ..., Cα q. If CVrfyppkC , CU , stq “ 1 ^ h “ HpCU q ^
Vrfyc ppkcU , sigci , BSMi q “ 1 ^ spdui of correct form, then process BSMi , update st with HpCU q and pkU ,
pq
c
c
c
and return 1. For i P rα`1, 5s: if h “ HpCU q ^ Vrfypq ppkpq
U , sigi , BSMi q “ 1 ^ Vrfy ppkU , sigi , BSMi q “
pq
c
1 ^ spdui of correct form, then process BSMi and return 1, with psigi ||sigi q Ð sigi . Else, return 0.
PQ Instantiations Only signature schemes whose explicit certificate can be sent in five or less fragments
α can be used in the True Hybrid design. After careful analysis of all schemes given in Table 1, Falcon is the
only viable scheme. We chose to instantiate α “ 1. To be more concrete, using explicit ECDSA certificates
the frame F1 is 1, 835 bytes, as it contains the BSM, the ECDSA signature, and the entire certificate CU
(see Table 2, column "F1 "). Frames 2,3,4, and 5, each contain a BSM, HpCU q, and ECDSA and Falcon
signatures, totalling to 834 bytes each (see Table 2, columns "F2 " - "F5 ").
Although the Dilithium and XMSS certificates can be split similarly, the size of Dilithium and XMSS
signatures alone exceed the allowed frame size of 2, 304 bytes, it would not be possible to transmit a signed
message. Hence, we do not instantiate our design using them. We also needed to rule out Picnic for its large
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1

:

User U

Receiver R

2

:

sigc1 Ð Signc pBSM1 , skcU q

3

:

spdu1 Ð pBSM1 , sigc1 , C1 q

4

:

pCcU ||Cfrac q Ð C1

5

:

if CVrfyppkcC , CcU q “ 1 :

6

:

7

:

for i “ 2, ..., α ´ 1 :

8

:

sigci Ð Signc pBSMi , skcU q

9

:

spdui Ð pBSMi , sigci , hc , Ci q

10

:

11

:

12

:

spdu1

pBSM1 , C1 q Ð spdu1

if Vrfyc ppkcU , sigc1 , BSM1 q “ 1 :
ProcesspBSM1 q
Abort
spdui

pBSMi , Ci , hc q Ð spdui
if Vrfyc ppkcU , sigci , BSMi q “ 1 :
if hc ““ HpCcU q :

13

:

14

:

sigcα Ð Signc pBSMα , skcU q

ProcesspBSMi q

15

:

spduα Ð pBSMα , sigcα , h, Cα q

16

:

17

:

CU Ð CConspC1 , ..., Cα q

18

:

if CVrfyppkpq
C , CU q “ 1 :

19

:

20

:

for i “ α ` 1, ..., 5 :

21

:

pq
pq
sigpq
i Ð Sign pskU , BSMi q

22

:

sigci

23

:

sigi Ð

24

:

spdui Ð pBSMi , sigi , hq

25

:

pq
if Vrfypq ppkpq
U , sigi , BSMi q “ 1 :

26

:

if Vrfyc ppkcU , sigci , BSMi q “ 1 :

27

:

28

:

29

:

Abort
spduα

pBSMα , Cα q Ð spduα

if Vrfyc pBSMα , sigcα , pkcU q “ 1 :

Ð

if h ““ HpCU q :
ProcesspBSMα q

c

Sign pskcU , BSMi q
c
psigpq
i ||sigi q

Abort
spdui

pBSMi , psigci ||sigpq
i q, hq Ð spdui

if h ““ HpCU q :
ProcesspBSMi q
Abort

Figure 3: Pseudo-code description of true hybrid design to be repeated every five BSMs; we omit an explicit
description of st.
signature sizes. Moreover, the public key sizes of Rainbow, GeMSS and Sphincs` are too large to be split
into five fragments of sufficiently small size.
While our true hybrid design gives the strongest security guarantees, it is also the least flexible, motivating
our backwards compatible design.

5.3

Backwards-compatible Hybrid Design

This design is essentially the same as the true hybrid approach described above. The difference lies in
whether the receiver runs verification on the PQ signature or not, more concretely in the handling of the
rα, 5s-th SPDUs in SPDUVerify. We give the pseudo-code that is different from the true hybrid in Figure 4.
We assume that all users send and expect to receive the hybrid certificates, even if they do not possess
the hardware capabilities to verify the PQ signature, in order to prevent rollback attacks. We note this
enforcement only adds security for receivers who actually verify the PQ signature and certificates. The
advantage of this approach is that vehicles whose software but not their hardware has been updated (for
example, they are not equipped with dedicated Falcon hardware modules) will be able to do continue to
verify ECDSA signatures nevertheless. Vehicles with the necessary hardware, however, will rely on PQ
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1

:

User U

Receiver R

2

:

for i “ 1, ..., α ´ 1 :

3

:

4

:

sigcα Ð Signc pBSMα , skcU q

5

:

spduα Ð pBSMα , sigcα , h, Cα q

6

:

7

:

CU Ð CConspC1 , ..., Cα q

8

:

if PQ supported:

9

:

10

:

11

:

12

:

for i “ α ` 1, ..., 5 :

13

:

pq
sigpq
i Ð SignpBSMi , skU q

14

:

sigci Ð SignpBSMi , skcU q

15

:

c
sigi Ð psigpq
i ||sigi q

16

:

spdui Ð pBSMi , sigi , hq

17

:

if h ‰ HpCU q : Abort

18

:

sigci Ð sigi

19

:

if Vrfyc pBSMi , sigci , pkcU q “ 0 :

20

:

21

:

22

:

23

:

Abort

24

:

ProcesspBSMi q

Same as true hybrid, Figure 3

spduα

pBSMα , Cα q Ð spduα

pq
if CVrfyppkpq
C , CU , stq “ 0 :

Abort
if h ‰ HpCU q : Abort
if Vrfyc pBSMα , sigcα , pkcU q “ 0 :
Abort
ProcesspBSMα q
spdui

pBSMi , sigi , hq Ð spdui

Abort
if PQ supported:sigpq
i Ð sigi
if Vrfypq pBSMi , sigi , pkpq
Uq “ 0 :

Figure 4: Pseudo-code description of backwards compatible hybrid design to be repeated every five BSMs;
we omit an explicit description of st.
security in addition to the security given by ECDSA, assuming the receiver runs the verification algorithms
honestly. It is important to emphasize that the receiver can reconstruct and hash the certificate even if they
are not able to verify the PQ signatures and certificates.
PQ Instantiations The backwards compatible instantiations are identical to the true hybrid as the same
information is transmitted. Therefore, Falcon is the only suitable PQ scheme for this design.

5.4

Partially PQ Design

Our true and backwards-compatible hybrid as well as the purely PQ design, all lead to more than five times
larger frames compared to the pure ECDSA design. Hence, during the PQ transition phase the safety threat
by frame loss is much higher than the one by quantum attackers forging signatures on the SPDU. The reason
is that during the transition strict requirements on the hardware (i.e., the upper bound 2, 304 bytes on the
frame size) are necessary for safety (since more powerful hardware has yet to be developed and deployed),
while powerful quantum computers to forge ECDSA signatures within a week cannot be built yet. This
motivates our partially PQ design. The core idea is to allow signatures whose respective verification keys are
only valid for short periods, to rely on classical security. However, a CA signs the user’s ECDSA key pkU
pq
using a PQ signature, i.e., the CA has two key pairs: ECDSA keys ppkcC , pkcC q and PQ keys pskpq
C , pkC q. This
means ECDSA keys that are refreshed more often, so they are only valid for a shorter time window, can be
used to sign BSMs. Keys that are valid longer, like those used to generate certificates, have to be protected
with PQC. Put differently, this design protects the integrity of the ECDSA key pkU using ECDSA/ECQV
and PQ signatures. Our approach of carefully analyzing the quantum powers is inspired by the quantum
12

annoying property of [40].
As in the previous design, we add backwards-compatibility by leaving it to the receiver’s choice to verify
the PQ certificates. As in Section 5.3, we assume that every user sends and expects to receive the hybrid
certificate.
Description of the Partially PQ Design Let P be the partially PQ hybrid protocol defined as follows
using the two signature schemes Sc and Spq . We give a pseudo-code description in Figure 5.
KGenC returns ppkC , skC q as in the true hybrid design.
c
c
c
CGen generates CU “ pCcU ||Cpq
U q for user key pair pskU , pkU q P ImpKGenc q, i.e., CU is an ECDSA/ECQVpq
c
c
based certificate over pU, pkU q with cbodyU . CS is also over pU, pkU q including a signature sigpq Ð
Signpq pskpq
C , cbodyU q.

SPDUGen computes sigci Ð Signc pskcU , BSMi q and returns
$
c
’
’pBSMi , sigi , Ci q,
’
&pBSM , sigc , hc , C q,
i
i
i
spdui “
’pBSMi , sigci , h, Ci q,
’
’
%
pBSMi , sigci , hq,

for
for
for
for

i“1
i P r2, α ´ 1s
i“α
i P rα ` 1, 5s.

SPDUVerify is defined as follows. For i P r1, α ´ 1s: as in the true hybrid design. For i “ α: CU Ð
CConspC1 , ..., Cα q If PQ is not supported, return 1 if h “ HpCU q ^ Vrfyc ppkcU , sigci , BSMi q “ 1 ^ spdui
of correct form. If PQ is supported, return 1 if in addition CVrfyppkC , CU , stq “ 1 ^ pk1U “ pkU , with
pk1U Ð Cpq
U . If 1 would be returned, process BSMi and update st with HpCU q in both cases. Otherwise,
return 0. For i P rα ` 1, 5s: if Vrfyc ppkcU , sigci , BSMi q “ 1 ^ h “ HpCU q ^ spdui of correct form, then
process BSMi and return 1. Otherwise, return 0.
PQ Instantiation Table 2 presents the frame sizes for each instantiation of the Partially PQ design for
viable PQ schemes. The sizes of the ECDSA explicit/implicit certificate CcU are 136{72 bytes. Moreover, we
compute the total frame size including the ECDSA-signed BSM and fragments of CU with different instantiations of α. Viable PQ schemes for this design are Falcon, Dilithium, XMSS, and Sphincs` as explained
next. For Falcon, the size of the explicit cert Cpq
U is 858 bytes as it includes a Falcon signature over an
ECDSA key (see Table 2, column CU ). Therefore, it is not necessary to fragment CU and one message is
sufficient to communicate it (i.e., α “ 1). Hence, F1 is 970 bytes and the remaining frames F2 , F3 , F4 , F5 are
144 bytes each.
Dilithium, XMSS, and Sphincs` , instantiations require larger values of α, as seen in Table 2, which translates to more messages being transmitted before the integrity of the ECDSA key can be guaranteed by both,
classical and PQ signatures.
When considering Picnic, we deduced that even fragmentation into five parts is not small enough to communicate the certificate within five messages. Hence, Picnic is cannot be used in our partially PQ hybrid
design.
Technically, the hybrid certificate using Rainbow or GeMMS could be communicated in less than five fragments, indicating that they could work in this design. Unfortunately, in practice they are likely not viable
due to their very large public keys. For example, distributing the CA’s hybrid certificate via P2PCD would
take 70 frames (which translates to about 7 seconds) for Rainbow and 150 (i.e., about 15 seconds) for GeMSS,
which we consider to be too many for practical purposes as during this time the safety is not guaranteed. 5
5 If

all CA certificates are present on the car, then P2PCD would not be necessary, and GeMSS and Rainbow might be viable.
However, for now P2PCD is required under IEEE 1609.2 and 1609.2.1 [8, 17].
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1

:

User U

2

:

sig1 Ð Signc pskcU , BSM1 q

3

:

spdu1 Ð pBSM1 , sig1 , C1 q

4

:

5

:

6

:

for i “ 2, ..., α ´ 1 :
c

7

:

8

:

9

:

10

:

11

:

12

:

Receiver R

spdu1

pBSM1 , sig1 , CcU q Ð spdu1
if CVrfyppkcC , CcU q “ 1 :
if Vrfyc ppkU , sig1 , BSM1 q “ 1 :
ProcesspBSM1 q

sigi Ð Sign pskcU , BSMi q
spdui Ð pBSMi , sigci , hc , Ci q

Abort
spdui

pBSMi , sigi , Ci , hc q Ð spdui
if hc ““ HpCcU q
if Vrfyc ppkU , sigi , BSMi q “ 1 :
ProcesspBSMi q

c

pskcU , BSMα q

13

:

sigα Ð Sign

14

:

spduα Ð pBSMα , sigα , Cα , hc q

15

:

16

:

CU Ð CConspC1 , ..., Cα q

17

:

if CU is not hybrid : Abort
if PQ supported:

Abort
spduα

pBSMα , sigα , Cα , hc q Ð spduα

18

:

19

:

20

:

pkU Ð CU

21

:

if pk1U ‰ pkU : Abort

22

:

23

:

24

:

25

:

for i “ α ` 1, ..., 5 :

26

:

sigi Ð Signc pBSMi , skcU q

27

:

spdui Ð pBSMi , sigi , hq

28

:

29

:

if h ‰ HpCU q : Abort

30

:

if Vrfyc ppkU , sigi , BSMi q “ 1 :

31

:

32

:

pq
if CVrfyppkpq
C , CU q “ 1 :

Abort
if h ““ HpCU q :
if Vrfyc ppkU , sigα , BSMi q “ 1 :
ProcesspBSMα q
Abort
spdui

pBSMi , sigi , hq Ð spdui

ProcesspBSMi q
Abort

Figure 5: Pseudo-code description of the Partially PQ Design to be repeated every five BSMs; we omit an
explicit description of st.

5.5

Discussion

Across all requirements, our fundamental objective was to show how the maximum number of vehicles
supported by the V2V system—i.e., the system capacity—is impacted by the addition of PQC alongside (or
in place of) ECDSA.
The end-to-end latency of a BSM depends largely on the size of the frame containing that BSM, as larger
frames take longer to transmit over the air than smaller ones. Therefore, a primary challenge of using PQC
in V2V is that the larger key and signature sizes of PQC result in larger frames and, consequently, significant
additional latency. Further, since only one vehicle can transmit at a time in DSRC, the longer transmission
times resulting from larger frame sizes mean fewer vehicles can each transmit one BSM within a 100 ms BSM
interval (as required in DSRC), thus reducing the capacity of the V2V system.
As a worst-case scenario, we considered our designs’ performance under the slowest possible data rate
allowed in DSRC (3 Mbps) which occurs when using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation and a 1/2
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code rate [41]. As shown in Table 2, our calculations anticipate that our PQ-V2V designs all reduce system
capacity by varying amounts. Illustrating the challenges of fully integrating PQC into DSRC-based V2V,
Table 2 shows that our Pure Falcon design reduces system capacity by 82% (just 33 vehicles vs. 183 under
ECDSA). However, our Partially-PQ designs are expected to perform better. In particular, our PartiallyPQ Falcon design only reduces system capacity by about 41%, a significant but far less damaging impact
than that of our Pure Falcon design. Importantly, we reiterate that the results in Table 2 are strictly for
a worst-case scenario; i.e., they are extreme minimums for system capacity. Under more likely conditions,
and potentially using other technologies with faster data rates than DSRC (e.g., C-V2X), this impact will
be less severe. Altogether, our initial analysis contends that our designs for PQ-V2V are potentially viable
and would be significantly more practical than a naive adoption of PQC in V2V. We leave a full exploration
of our designs’ performance under varying communication conditions and with other V2V technologies to
future work.
Table 2: Resulting sizes of frames Fi (in bytes), maximum number of frames λBSM , maximum number
of supported vehicles vmax , and i-unforgeability of V2V Designs instantiated with viable PQ signature
schemes and/or ECDSA (using explicit ECDSA certificates); Column’s |CU | (|Ci |) gives size of certificate
(fragments); shaded cells indicate SPDUs which are PQ-authenticated; (i-UF) under the assumption that
ECDSA signatures cannot be forged within a week
PQ Scheme |CU | α |Ci |
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
vmax
i-UF
Pure ECDSA Design
136 1 136
248
144
144
144
144
183 1-UF
True/Backwards Compatible Hybrid Design
Falcon
1,649 1 1,649 1,835 834
834
834
834
31
1-UF 2-UF
Partially PQ Hybrid Design
Falcon
858 1 858
970
144
144
144
144
107
(2-UF)
Dilithium
2,588 2 1,294 1,406 1,406 144
144
144
54
(3-UF)
1-UF
`
Sphincs
8,024 4 2,006 1,717 1,717 1,717 1,717 1,717 21
(4-UF)
XMSS
2,860 2 1,430 1,542 1,542 144
144
144
50
(3-UF)
Pure PQ Design
770
770
33
2-UF 2-UF
Falcon
1,627 1 1,627 1,552 1,552 770
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Related Work

Classical-PQ Hybrid Cryptography Transitioning to PQC has been explored in [13, 14] for TLS and
SSH network protocols. The constraints in integrating PQ algorithms, such as lack of ability to replace
(drop-in) or negotiate cryptographic algorithms, and limitations on sizes of keys or messages, have been
highlighted. However, the constraints of V2V are very different from the ones in TLS/SSH, most notably
in that vehicles cannot negotiate algorithms as messages are broadcast and need to be processed as soon
as it is in the proximity of another vehicle. Foundations for adapting the public-key infrastructures for
the transition to PQC to achieve security and functionality both in PQ-aware and -unaware systems (using
backwards-compatible solutions) are laid in [12]. The authors propose theoretical hybrid signature schemes
and show how to use them in TLS 1.2, S/MIME, and X.509 certificates. Our work is different in that while
we take inspiration from their theoretical constructions, our designs are specifically tailored to the much
more restricted V2V application.
PQC in V2V Authentication PQC has occasionally been examined against the threats posed by quantum computers to vehicles in a connected, V2X environment. These examinations have tended to focus more
on intra-vehicle communications (e.g., wired connections between electronic control units (ECU)) than on
external, wireless communication like V2V. For example, the performance impact of replacing classical algorithms with PQC for inter-ECU communication was explored in [18]. The authors thoroughly explored the
challenges of using PQC in this particular automotive context, but their solutions focus on solving challenges
like data encryption that do not apply to our work concerning V2V safety messages. Similarly, the authors
of [42] explored the challenges of implementing PQC on a microcontroller for use in vehicles. While their
motivation parallels ours–they, too, specifically call out the imminent vulnerability of classical cryptography
to be attacked by a capable quantum computer–our work differs substantially from their focus on replacing
the elliptic-curve-based data encryption and key exchange procedures defined in 1609.2. In fact, the authors
15

explicitly place development of a PQ signature scheme for V2V out of scope for their work [42]. To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the first to undertake the specific challenge of devising and evaluating a PQC
signature scheme for use in the specific, critical context of V2V safety messages.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented novel, classical-hybrid approaches for integrating PQC into the IEEE 1609.2
standard. We analyzed PQ algorithms in the context of V2V and then used our findings to construct novel,
hybrid designs for PQ-V2V to use during the classical-to-PQ transition period. We showed how the large
keys and signatures of PQC, until now a formidable obstacle to applying PQC in V2V, can be accommodated
by our designs without excessively sacrificing V2V performance (i.e., number of supported vehicles).
In future work, we will develop a formal security analysis to demonstrate the security of our designs.
In addition, we will evaluate our most promising PQ-V2V designs using real V2V hardware in an effort to
further refine our designs. This will be a stepping stone towards future evaluation of our PQ-V2V designs
using vehicle-mounted hardware in roadway tests, the logical next step of our work to develop our PQ-V2V
designs into real-world systems. Finally, we intend to expand the scope of our theoretical and experimental
analysis to include CAs and their associated infrastructure as we move towards a holistic, top-down approach
to securing V2V against the approaching quantum threat.
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A

Definitions of Cryptographic Primitives

Definition 2 (Digital Signature Scheme). A Digital Signature Scheme is defined as a tuple of algorithms
S “ pKGen, Sign, Vrfyq, which are defined as follows:
KGen returns a public key pk and secret key sk.
Sign returns a signature sig on a message m using sk.
Vrfy returns 0 or 1. Upon input of a message m, a signature sig, and the public key pk, this returns 1 if the
signature is valid. Otherwise, 0 is returned.
S is considered correct if P rrVrfyppk, Signpsk, mq, mq | psk, pkq Ð KGenpqs “ 1.
Next we give the definition of certified signature schemes [37]. As we aim at giving a generalized definition
for explicit, implicit and hybrid certificates, our algorithms are defined very generically. Following [37], we
assume that the pair pU, pkU q is uniquely bound in the certificate CU .
Definition 3 (Certified Signature Scheme). A certified signature scheme C “ pKGenC , CGenpCGenC , CGenU q,
Sign, Vrfyq is defined via the following polynomial-time algorithms.
KGenC returns a public key pkC and secret key skC belonging to the certificate authority C.
CGenpCGenC , CGenU q is an interactive (two-party) public-key registration protocol, involving the user U and
the CA C running their (randomized) sub-protocols CGenC and CGenU , respectively. CGenC takes input
a secret key skC ; CGenU takes input the identity U of a user and the public key pkC corresponding to
skC . As result of the interaction, the output of CGenC is pU, pvU , CU q, where pvU is a public key value
pvU , corresponding to a public key pkU , and CU is an issued certificate. If CU is an explicit certificate,
pvU “ pkU ; if it is implicit, pvU is the reconstruction value; if it is a hybrid certificate combining two or
more sub-certificates, pvU is the concatenation of the corresponding public key values. The local output
of CGenU is pU, pkU , skU , CU q, where skU is a secret key U will use to sign messages. The owner of
skC should not learn skU during CGen. Either party can quit the execution prematurely, in which case
the output of the party is set to K.
Sign is a (possibly) randomized signing algorithm. It takes input an identity U , a secret key skU , a certificate
cert CU , the CA’s public key pkC and a message m, and outputs a signature sig.
Vrfy is a deterministic verification algorithm. It takes input an identity U , a public key pkU , a certificate
CU , a public key pkC , a message m, and a signature sig, and outputs 0 or 1. In the latter case, we say
that sig is a valid signature for m relative to pU, pkU , CU , pkC q. If CU is an implicit certificate this also
involves the reconstruction of the U ’s public key.
Following [37], C is correct if for all m and U it holds that if ppU, pkU , CU q, pU, pkU , skU , CU qq Ð CGenpCGenC pskC q,
CGenU pU, pkC qq for ppkC , skC q Ð KGenC pq, then VrfypU , pkU , CU , pkC , m, SignpU, skU , CU , pkC , mqq “ 1.
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